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Britannia Fireworks 
 

Mojito Display     £695  inc vat 
 

Show Schedule (7 minutes approx.) 
 
3 x Flash units randomly emitting dazzling flashes of pure 
white light. 
 
1 80mm Mine erupting silver toubillion stars from the ground 
up  high into the night sky. 
 
3 x Golden glitter fountains erupting from the ground 30 feet 
into the air. 
 
70 shot purple barrage rapidly firing velvet purple stars 200 
feet upward. 
 
25 shot fanned volley barrage ejecting fanned volleys of 
bombettes bursting simultaneously high over your venue. 
 
80 shot barrage firing in V formation creating a unique 
pattern of green comets.  
 
19 shot barrage, this large diameter product produces huge 
multicolour bursts 200 feet in to the air. 
 
130 shot hummer barrages rapidly fire a torrent of noisy 
hummer units with a spinning silver tail. 
 
140 shot barrage that rapidly fires blue comets with a 
stunning diamond tail arcing in from the far reaches of your 
grounds, to create an impressive blue and silver rainbow. 
 
50 shot barrage producing a totally unique gold glitter 
comet with stunning glitter tail high into the night sky before 
summiting and slowly returning downward. 
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16 shot barrage firing in V formation. This unit fires golden 
bombettes with a gold tails high in to the night sky bursting in 
a beautiful golden willow cascade culminating in an 
eccentric whistle. 
 
25 shot barrage producing huge bursting strobe bombards 
alternating in colour. 
 
50 shot barrage accelerating the speed of the show towards 
the climax producing massive bursting disco bombards filling 
the night sky. 
 
25 shot shells fired in volleys of five bursting simultaneously in 
a beautiful arc of light changing colour as each volley bursts. 
 
12 aerial shells ranging from 50mm to 100mm simultaneously 
lifting up to 300 feet high and bursting with a stunning 
thunder of noise and colour to produce a brilliant and 
spectacular finale to your show. 
 
 
 


